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As was announced back in June of 2009, the Sport Dispute Resolution Centre of Canada
(SDRCC) and the Canada Games Council (CGC) have established a partnership agreement
which enables and ensures that the SDRCC will be on hand during the Canada Games, both
summer and winter, to conduct any dispute resolution services required. This partnership
ensures stability with regards to dispute prevention and resolution at the Canada Games. As
such, the SDRCC is happy and proud to announce that it will once again be on site during the
Canada Games, in Halifax, to provide assistance to games participants in resolving disputes by
resolution facilitation, mediation, or arbitration.
Recognizing the intense time constraints in dealing with disputes during Games, the SDRCC
has streamlined its administrative processes in order to allow for parties to more quickly
advance their case before the SDRCC. Amongst other things, the tribunal forms have been
abridged and adapted to on-site needs and a list of arbitrators and mediators will be available
“on call” to assist parties with their disputes.
Furthermore, to provide to Games participants quicker access to the relevant information and to
achieve a more timely resolution, the SDRCC will also create a dedicated webpage, on its
website, where all information relating to dispute resolution at the Canada Games can be found,
such as the CGC Appeals Policy, the Canadian Sport Dispute Resolution Code, mediation and
arbitration request and answer forms, etc. Consistent with its belief that mediated settlements
are in the best interests of the sport community, the SDRCC will enforce the mandatory
resolution facilitation process for all disputes submitted at the Games. Should any dispute arise
requiring SDRCC’s attention, the on-site operations will provide parties with access to a meeting
room in order to handle the dispute in a private and confidential setting, complemented with
teleconferencing services, as required, to bring in all interested parties who may not be in
Halifax at that time. The contact information to reach the SDRCC during the Games is toll-free 1866-733-7767, or after business hours for urgent matters 514-465-7339. The email address of
the tribunal, tribunal@crdsc-sdrcc.ca, is also monitored outside of business hours for urgent
matters.
Whether or not its dispute resolution services are called upon, the SDRCC will hold an
information kiosk in the Athletes Village (2nd floor of the World Trade & Convention Centre) from
February 15 to February 25. The kiosk will be staffed by Marie-Josée Duval, Executive
Assistant in charge of case management at the SDRCC, and by Executive Director and CEO
Marie-Claude Asselin. They will provide a large array of dispute prevention resources as well as
great give-aways.
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Kiosk visitors will also be able to test their mediation skills by playing the SDRCC interactive
online game. Among publications to be available at no cost to all Games participants, the brand
new Guide to Administrative Fair Play, the pocket guide for sports administrators who want to
ensure that Fair Play is at all levels of their organizations, from the field of play to the office and
the boardroom.
The SDRCC invites all Games participants associated with local clubs and organizations,
provincial sports organizations, national sport organizations, and others to drop by the kiosk.
We invite and encourage all athletes, coaches, officials, mission staff, parents and volunteers to
come in and speak with SDRCC staff members about dispute pitfalls that may be avoided and
the world-class dispute prevention and resolution services available to the Canadian sport
community through the SDRCC. ■
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